Brigid

Poetry, healing, arts
Celebrated at Imbolc
Smithcraft and the forge
The Dagda

Father God
Weather, crops, seasons
Life and death
Danu

Mother Earth Goddess
Wisdom, creativity, magick
Fertility, crops, abundance
LUGH

Honored at Lughnasadh
Warrior, hero, king
Truth, law, oath-keeping
Honored at Beltane

Fire and the Sun

Enlightenment, victory, healing
Epona

Seasons and the equinoxes
Horses, donkeys, mules
Fertility
Battle, death, fate
Ravens, owls, vultures
Magick and prophecy
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Metalwork, smithcraft
Construction, architecture
Weapons

GOFANNON
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Maiden Goddess
Tricks and betrayal
Youth and beauty

BLODEUWEDD
Reincarnation
Seasons and the tide
Moon, stars and sky

Arianrhod
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Cerridwen

Rebirth and change
Creativity, poetry, inspiration
Fertility and the moon